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A B S T R A C T   

Optic neuritis (ON) is an inflammatory condition of the optic nerve, which leads to retinal ganglion cell (RGC) 
loss. A subset of RGCs expressing the photopigment melanopsin regulates non-image-forming visual system 
(NIFVS) functions such as pupillary light reflex (PLR) and circadian rhythms. Melatonin is a chronobiotic agent 
able to regulate the circadian system. We analyzed the effect of ON on the NIFVS, and the effect of melatonin on 
the NIFVS alterations induced by ON. For this purpose, optic nerves from male Wistar rats received vehicle or 
bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS), and one group of animals received a subcutaneous pellet of melatonin or a 
sham procedure. The NIFVS was analyzed in terms of: i) blue light-evoked PLR, ii) the communication between 
the retina and the suprachiasmatic nuclei (by anterograde transport, and ex vivo magnetic resonance images), iii) 
locomotor activity rhythm, and iv) Brn3a(+) and melanopsin(+) RGC number (by immunohistochemistry). 
Experimental ON significantly decreased the blue light-evoked PLR, induced a misconnection between the retina 
and the suprachiasmatic nuclei, decreased Brn3a(+) RGCs, but not melanopsin(+) RGC number. A bilateral 
injection of LPS significantly increased the light (but not dark) phase locomotor activity, rhythm periodicity, and 
time of offset activity. Melatonin prevented the decrease in blue light-evoked PLR, and locomotor activity rhythm 
alterations induced by ON. These results support that ON provoked alterations of the circadian physiology, and 
that melatonin could restore the circadian system misalignment.   

1. Introduction 

Optic neuritis (ON) involves optic nerve inflammation, demyelin-
ation, axon, and retinal ganglion cell (RGC) loss, and provokes ocular 
pain, abnormal visual acuity, color vision, pupillary light reflex (PLR), 
and visual evoked potentials (VEPs), which may worsen over 1–2 weeks, 
and usually begins improving over the next months. However, in ~40% 
of patients, visual disturbances (contrast sensitivity, color vision, PLR, 
and VEPs) remain permanent (Kaufman et al., 2000; Toosy et al., 2014). 
ON can be associated with neuromyelitis optica or multiple sclerosis 
(MS), and its validated rodent model, experimental autoimmune 
encephalomyelitis (EAE); however, the etiology for ON varies, including 

inflammation, infection, toxicity, and genetic disorders (Pau et al., 2011; 
Toosy et al., 2014). Acute ON often occurs as an isolated event, without 
systemic abnormalities, and considered idiopathic (or primary) (Toosy 
et al., 2014). We have developed an experimental model of primary ON 
induced by a microinjection of bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) into 
the male Wistar rat optic nerve that replicates central features of human 
primary ON (Aranda et al., 2015). LPS provokes an early decrease in 
VEPs, and white light-induced PLR, optic nerve microglial/macrophage 
reactivity, and altered anterograde transport to the superior colliculus 
(SC), the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), and the olivary pretectal 
nucleus (OPN). Astrocytosis, demyelination, and axon, and RGC loss 
occur at 21 days post-LPS (Aranda et al., 2015). Melatonin restores 
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VEPs, white light-induced PLR, and anterograde transport, and reduces 
microglial reactivity, astrocytosis, demyelination, and axon and RGC 
loss, induced by experimental ON (Aranda et al., 2016). Since 
ON-induced visual alterations can impair patients’ abilities to perform 
daily activities, affecting life quality (Galetta et al., 2015), studies on ON 
have focused on conscious visual functions. However, the visual system 
consists of two major subsystems: i) the image-forming visual system 
(IFVS) that drives conscious vision, and ii) the non-image-forming visual 
system (NIFVS), which operates below the conscious perception level, 
regulating circadian photoentrainment, sleep/wake cycle, and PLR, 
among other functions (Chew et al., 2017). Most RGCs project to IFVS 
centers (i.e., the SC, and the LGN), whereas the information involved in 
NIFVS functions is carried out by a small subpopulation of RGCs that 
express the photopigment melanopsin, rendering them intrinsically 
photosensitive (ipRGCs) (Lucas et al., 2003; Panda et al., 2003). ipRGCs 
constitute the unique conduit of light information to NIFVS brain tar-
gets, such as the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) (Hattar et al., 2003; 
Panda et al., 2003). Many light-regulated functions, including circadian 
clock entrainment, melatonin photic suppression, and PLR are retained 
in blind animals due to rod and cone degeneration in which there is a 
preservation of ipRGCs (Foster et al., 1991; Freedman et al., 1999; Lucas 
et al., 2001, 2003). 

The post-illumination pupillary response has been used as an ipRGCs 
marker in optic neuropathies, including ON (Pau et al., 2011; Meltzer 
et al., 2017; Richter et al., 2017). However, NIFVS alterations within ON 
remain to be confirmed (Ba-Ali and Lund-Andersen, 2017). Herein, the 
influence of LPS-ON on the NIFVS was analyzed. Moreover, based on the 
well-known role of melatonin as a chronobiotic (Cajochen et al., 2003; 
Zisapel, 2018), we examined the effect of melatonin on the ON-induced 
NIFVS misalignment. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Animals 

All procedures concerning animals were in strict accordance with the 
Research Reporting of In-Vivo Experiments (ARRIVE) guidelines. The 
ethics committee of the School of Medicine, University of Buenos Aires 
(Institutional Committee for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, 
(CICUAL)) approved this study, and all efforts were made to minimize 
animal suffering. Male Wistar rats (300 ± 50 g) were housed in a stan-
dard animal room with food and water ad libitum under controlled 
conditions of temperature (21 ± 2 ◦C), luminosity (200 lux), and hu-
midity, under a 12-h light/12-h dark lighting schedule (lights on at 8:00 
a.m.). A total number of 57 animals was used for the experiments, 
distributed as follows: 10 animals for PLR studies, 5 animals for cholera 
toxin β-subunit (CTB) transport studies, 4 animals for diffusion tensor 
imaging, 8 animals bilaterally injected with vehicle or LPS for locomotor 
activity rhythm studies, 10 animals for immunohistochemical studies, 
and 20 animals for studying the effect of melatonin on PLR, and loco-
motor activity rhythms. 

2.2. Experimental optic neuritis 

To induce experimental ON, animals were anesthetized with keta-
mine hydrochloride (150 mg/kg) and xylazine hydrochloride (2 mg/kg) 
administered intraperitoneally. Animal’s head was shaved and the skin 
was disinfected with povidone-iodine (Pervinox). A lateral canthotomy 
was made to perform an incision of 2–3 mm. Lacrimal glands and 
extraocular muscles were dissected to expose 3 mm of the retrobulbar 
optic nerve under a surgical microscope. The optic nerve sheaths were 
opened longitudinally and a microinjection was performed with a 30G 
needle attached to a Hamilton syringe (Hamilton, Reno, NV, USA). The 
needle was inserted into the optic nerve as superficially as possible, 2 
mm posterior to the globe (i.e., the pre-chiasmatic region), and 1 μl of 
4.5 μg/μl Salmonella typhimurium LPS (Sigma Chemical Co., St Louis, 

MO, USA) in pyrogen-free saline, was injected over approximately 10 s. 
In the present study, vehicle-injected optic nerve served as the control 
group because in a previous study we found that vehicle injection per se 
did not affect optic nerve function and histology (Aranda et al., 2015). 
After injection, the skin incision was sutured, and antibiotics were 
topically administered to prevent infection. In order to maximize func-
tional and histological visual pathway damage, and to discard the pos-
sibility of a transient protection by melatonin, most of the experiments 
were performed at 21 days post-LPS. However, since at 21 days post-LPS 
there is a massive loss of optic nerve axons, we studied the effect of 
experimental optic neuritis on the functional communication between 
the retina and its main targets at 7 days post-LPS, assuming that func-
tional alterations predate morphological changes. 

2.3. Pupillary light reflex 

Animals were dark-adapted for 2 h. The eye in which the optic nerve 
was injected with vehicle or LPS was stimulated with high intensity blue 
light (1 cm apart, 480 nm bandpass filter, 570 μW/cm2) for 30 s, and the 
PLR was recorded in the contralateral (intact) eye (i.e., consensual PLR). 
The recordings were made at 21 days post-injection under infrared light 
with a digital video camera (Sony DCR-SR60, Tokyo, Japan), as previ-
ously described (Aranda et al., 2015, 2016; Fernandez et al., 2013). The 
sampling rate was 30 frames per second. Images were acquired with OSS 
Video Decompiler Software (One Stop Soft, New England, USA). The 
results were expressed as the percentage of the pupil contraction before 
(steady state) and 30 s after the light pulse. 

2.4. Anterograde transport 

In order to study the effect of experimental ON on anterograde 
transport from the retina to the SCN, we used 5 animals per group. At 18 
days post-injection of vehicle or LPS, rats were anesthetized, and a drop 
of 0.5% proparacaine (Anestalcon, Alcon Laboratories, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina) was topically administered for local anesthesia. Using a 30G 
Hamilton syringe (Hamilton, Reno, NV, USA), 4 μl of 0.1% of cholera 
toxin β-subunit (CTB) conjugated to Alexa 488 or Alexa 568 dyes (Mo-
lecular Probes Inc., Eugene, OR, USA) in 0.1 mol/L PBS (pH 7.4) was 
injected into the vitreous, as previously described (Aranda et al., 2015, 
2016). The injections were applied 1 mm from the limbus, and the 
needle was left in the eye for 30 s to prevent volume loss. After injection, 
antibiotics were topically administered to prevent infection. Three days 
after injection, rats were anesthetized and intracardially perfused. 
Brains were carefully removed, post-fixed overnight at 4 ◦C, and 
immersed in a graded series of sucrose solutions for cryoprotection; 
coronal sections (40 μm) from the SCN were obtained using a freezing 
microtome (CM 1850; Leica, Leica Microsystems, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina), mounted in glasses and viewed under an epifluorescence 
microscope (BX50, Olympus, Duarte, CA, USA). 

2.5. Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging of the retinohypothalamic 
tract 

Ex vivo magnetic resonance images (MRI) were acquired at the Na-
tional Laboratory for MRI at the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de 
México, using a 7 T Bruker Pharmascan 70/16 scanner (Gmax = 760 
mT/m). Animals were intracardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyd 
and 2.5% glutaraldehyde with 0.2 mM Gadolinium (Gadovist, Bayer, 
Leverkusen, Germany) (D’Arceuil et al., 2007). Brains were extracted 
and placed in a plastic tube filled with perfluoropolyether (Fluorinert 
FC-70, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). A helium-cooled surface 
radio-frequency coil was used for transmit and receive (Bruker Cryo-
probe, Billerica, MA, USA), with the specimen’s chiasm in close prox-
imity to the coil. A segmented, three-dimensional echo-planar 
acquisition was used (8 segments, TR/TE = 250/25.19 ms cubic FOV of 
11.52 mm per side (voxel size = 80 μm per side). After careful shimming, 
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twenty volumes without diffusion sensitization (b = 0 s/mm2) were 
acquired, followed by diffusion weighted images (DWI) in four shells (b 
= 1000 s/mm2, 20 directions; b = 3000 s/mm2, 34 directions; b = 5000 
s/mm2, 52 directions; and b = 7000 s/mm2, 54 directions. Diffusion 
gradient duration [δ] and separation [Δ] were kept constant at 4.9 and 
10.84 ms, respectively. Total scanning time was 15 h. The DWI data sets 
were analyzed offline using MRtrix (version 3.0RC) and FSL tools 
(version 5.0.6). Pre-processing consisted on (i) denoising (Veraart et al., 
2016), (ii) correction of Gibbs ringing (Kellner et al., 2016), (iii) 
correction of bias field inhomogeneities using the N4 algorithm (Tusti-
son et al., 2010), estimated on the average non-diffusion weighted 
volume, and propagated to the entire data set, (iv) correction for 
eddy-current geometric distortions. The single-fiber response function 
was calculated with Dhollander’s algorithm (Dhollander et al., 2016), 
and used to perform constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) (Tour-
nier et al., 2004). From this, the fiber orientation distribution was esti-
mated. Probabilistic tractography was performed by seeding 1 million 
streamlines within a manually-defined region of interest in each optic 
nerve. Next, we used spherical deconvolution informed filtering of 
tractograms (Smith et al., 2013), which estimates the number of 
streamlines that are robustly supported by the underlying data. To 
quantify the changes in the fibers integrity, Diffusion Tensor Imaging 
(DTI) parameter fractional anisotropy (FA) was obtained. A selection of 
332.1 ± 98.2 voxels in each optic nerve from 4 animals was used as 
regions of interest. 

2.6. Effect of experimental ON on canonical and melanopsin(+) RGCs 

In order to study the effect of experimental ON on canonical and 
melanopsin(+) RGCs, immunohistochemical studies on flat mount ret-
inas were performed. At 21 days post-injection, animals were deeply 
anesthetized and intracardially perfused with saline, followed by a 
fixative solution (4% paraformaldehyde in PBS, pH 7.4). Eyeballs were 
carefully removed and corneas and lens were cut off. Eye-cups were 
post-fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 mol/L PBS (pH 7.4) for 30 
min. Retinas were carefully detached and flat-mounted with the vitreous 
side up in superfrost microscope slides (Erie Scientific Company, 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, USA). Whole-mount retinas were incu-
bated overnight at 4 ◦C with a goat anti-Brn3a antibody (RRID: 
AB_2167511, 1:500; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina), and a rabbit polyclonal anti-melanopsin (PA1-780, 1:750, 
Affinity Bioreagent, Rockford, IL, USA) for 48 h. After several washes, a 
donkey anti-goat secondary antibody conjugated to Alexa 488 (A32814, 
1:500; Molecular Probes, Buenos Aires, Argentina), and a donkey anti- 
rabbit secondary antibody conjugated to Alexa 568 (RRID: 
AB_2636995, 1:500; Molecular Probes, Buenos Aires, Argentina) were 
added, and incubated for 2 h at room temperature. Finally, retinas were 
mounted with fluorescent mounting medium (Dako, Glostrup, 
Denmark), and observed under an epifluorescence microscope (BX50; 
Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) connected to a video camera (3CCD; Sony, 
Tokyo, Japan), attached to a computer running image analysis software 
(Image-Pro Plus, Media Cybernetics Inc., Bethesda, USA). For each 
retina, results obtained from eight separate quadrants (four from the 
center and four from the periphery) were averaged, and the mean of 5 
eyes was recorded as the representative value. Immunofluorescence 
studies were performed by analyzing comparative digital images from 
different samples, and by using identical exposure time, brightness, and 
contrast settings. All the images obtained were assembled and processed 
using Adobe Photoshop CS5 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA, USA) to 
adjust brightness and contrast. No other adjustments were made. For all 
morphometric image processing and analysis, digitalized captured TIFF 
images were transferred to ImageJ software (National Institutes of 
Health, Bethesda, Maryland; http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). 

2.7. Melatonin administration 

A group of 20 rats was subcutaneously implanted with a pellet of 
melatonin (Sigma Chemical Co., St Louis, MO, USA, 20 mg with 3% w/v 
vegetable oil), compressed in a bronze cylinder of 2.5 mm diameter and 
1 mm length), while a control group was sham-operated without the 
pellet implant. The pellet of melatonin was implanted 1 day before 
vehicle or LPS injection, and was replaced every 10 days. The admin-
istration procedure and dose of melatonin were selected on the basis of 
previous reports (Aranda et al., 2016; Belforte et al., 2010; Sande et al., 
2008). As already mentioned, the effect of melatonin was assessed at 21 
days post-LPS. 

2.8. Locomotor activity rhythms 

Daily rhythms of locomotor activity were registered under 12 h light 
(200 lux)/12 h dark cycles, as previously described (Fernandez et al., 
2013; González Fleitas et al., 2015). Animals were bilaterally injected 
with vehicle or LPS. In another set of experiments, animals bilaterally 
injected with vehicle or LPS were submitted to a sham procedure or 
melatonin treatment. After recovery from anesthesia, animals were 
placed in cages equipped with infrared detectors of motion. Data were 
sampled every 5 min and stored for subsequent analysis during 15 days, 
before and 21 days after vehicle or LPS injection. Double-plot acto-
grams, periodograms and average activity waveforms were built with 
ActogramJ (Image J, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, 
USA; http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). Average activity during the light and 
dark phases, periodicity, and activity onset and offset Zeitgeber time 
were calculated. 

2.9. Data and statistical analysis 

Experimenters were blinded to group assignment and outcome 
assessment for all experiments, and all involved observers. The optimum 
sample sizes and animal numbers were determined by power analysis of 
pre - existing data. Animals were assigned randomly to various experi-
mental groups (using a random number generator: http://www.rand 
omizer.org/form.htm). The data collected were processed randomly 
and appropriately blocked. The declared group size is the number of 
independent values. Normality was assessed by Shapiro-Wilks test. 
Grubb’s test was performed in order to detect outliers. No outliers were 
detected. Statistical analysis of results was performed by Student’s t-test 
or two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by Tukey’s test. 
Significance was set at P values below 0.05 for all analyses, and values 
are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE). Programs used in all cases 
were Prism 6.1 for Windows (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, 
USA) and InfoStat for Windows (version 2018, URL http://www.infostat 
.com.ar, Cordoba, Argentina). The data and statistical analysis comply 
with the recommendations of the British Journal of Pharmacology on 
experimental design and analysis in pharmacology (Curtis et al., 2018). 

3. Results 

3.1. Effect of optic neuritis on PLR 

In order to assess the effect of experimental ON on the NIFVS func-
tion, the blue-light induced PLR was examined at 21 days post-injection 
in animals in which one optic nerve was injected with vehicle or LPS, 
and the contralateral optic nerve remained intact. When eyes whose 
optic nerves were injected with LPS were stimulated with blue light, a 
significant decrease in the pupil contraction magnitude in the contra-
lateral intact eye was observed, as shown in Fig. 1 (t(4.94) = 3.42, p =
0.0115). 
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3.2. Locomotor activity rhythm 

Locomotor activity rhythms were recorded in animals that received 
vehicle or LPS in both optic nerves. Fig. 2 shows representative acto-
grams (Fig. 2A), periodograms (Fig. 2B), and average activity wave-
forms (Fig. 2C) for vehicle- or LPS-treated rats. Animals that received 
LPS in both optic nerves were significantly more active during the light 
(t(2.71) = 5.67, p = 0.0369) (but not dark) phase than control animals (t 
(0.34) = 4.31, p = 0.74) (Fig. 3A). Moreover, bilateral ON induced a 
significant increase in periodicity (t(3.16) = 3.66, p = 0.0386) (Fig. 3B), 
and the Zeitgeber time of activity offset (t(3.50) = 5.97, p = 0.0129) 
(Fig. 3C). No differences in the activity onset time were observed be-
tween groups (data not shown). 

3.3. Retinal anterograde transport 

In order to analyze the retinohypothalamic track, the active anter-
ograde transport from RGCs to the SCN, CTB conjugated to Alexa 568 
dye (red) and CTB conjugated with Alexa 488 dye (green) were intra-
vitreally injected in eyes whose optic nerves were injected with vehicle 
or LPS, respectively. Experimental ON induced a clear reduction in CTB 
staining in the SCN (Fig. 4). DTI images revealed dense connections from 
the intact optic nerve reaching the contralateral SCN, or coursing 
through the contralateral optic tract. In contrast, there was a paucity of 
connections arising from the injured optic nerve to the SCN, or 
traversing through the optic tract (Fig. 4D). FA was quantified as a 
directional diffusion parameter from DTI (taking values from zero 
(isotropic) to one (anisotropic)). LPS induced a significant reduction in 
the retinohypothalamic tract FA values in comparison to controls (t(3) 
= 7.56, p = 0.0048) (Fig. 4E). 

3.4. Analysis of canonical and melanopsin expressing RGC number 

Brn3a is a POU domain transcription factor specifically expressed in 
canonical (but not melanopsin expressing) RGCs (Nadal-Nicolás et al., 
2012). Fig. 5 shows melanopsin- and Brn3a-immunoreactivity in 
flat-mounted retinas from eyes whose optic nerves were injected with 
vehicle or LPS, at 21 days post-injection. The injection of LPS into the 
optic nerve induced a significant decrease in Brn3a(+) RGC (t(7.88) =

7.91, p = 0.001), but not in melanopsin(+) RGC number (t(0.80) = 7.99, 
p = 0.44). 

3.5. Effect of melatonin on NIFVS alteration 

In order to analyze the effect of melatonin on the NIFVS alterations 
induced by experimental ON, a group of animals received a subcu-
taneous pellet of melatonin or a sham procedure, and the PLR, and lo-
comotor activity daily rhythms were assessed. Melatonin treatment 
prevented the decrease in blue light-evoked PLR induced by ON (F 
(2,12) = 13.57; p = 0.0008) (Fig. 6). Fig. 7 shows periodograms (upper 
panel), and average activity waveforms (lower panel) from sham- 
operated or melatonin-treated animals which received vehicle or LPS 
into both optic nerves. Melatonin, which induced per se an increase in 
the locomotor activity during the dark phase (F(3,16) = 3.76; p =
0.0324), significantly prevented the alterations in the locomotor activity 
during the light phase (F(3,16) = 8.95; p = 0.001), periodogram (F 
(3,16) = 5.10; p = 0.011), and time of activity offset (F(3,16) = 4.66; p 
= 0.0159) induced by ON (Fig. 8). 

4. Discussion 

The present results demonstrate that LPS-ON provoked significant 
alterations in the NIFVS functions that were prevented by melatonin. 
Although recent findings suggest a much broader involvement of the 
NIFVS in a complex array of light-induced physiologic responses, clas-
sical functions associated to this system include PLR, and sleep/wake 
cycles (Hughes et al., 2016; Ksendzovsky et al., 2017). The blue 
light-induced PLR represents a potentially important neurophysiologic 
signature for ipRGC integrity in humans (Meltzer et al., 2017). In 
agreement with results from ON patients (Meltzer et al., 2017; Richter 
et al., 2017), LPS-ON decreased the blue light-evoked PLR. A small 
population of ipRGCs (2%–3% of all ipRGCs) projects into the OPN for 
the coordination of melanopsin-mediated PLR (Chew et al., 2017). We 
have shown that LPS-ON diminishes the anterograde transport to the 
OPN (Aranda et al., 2015) which could account for the decreased blue 
light-evoked PLR. 

To further analyze the NIFVS functions, we recorded general activity 
daily patterns in animals in which both optic nerves received vehicle or 

Fig. 1. Effect of LPS on blue light-evoked PLR. Left panel: Representative images of the consensual PLR induced by blue light in an animal in which one optic nerve 
was injected with vehicle or LPS and the contralateral optic nerve remained intact, at 21 days post-injection. Right panel: The pupil diameter (relative to the limbus 
diameter) was measured, and the percentage of pupil constriction was calculated in the contralateral eye whose optic nerve remained intact. LPS induced a sig-
nificant decrease in the average of pupillary constriction in response to a blue light flash (1200 lux). Data are the mean ± SEM (n = 5 eyes per group). *P < 0.05 vs. 
vehicle, by Student’s t-test. 
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LPS. Bilateral ON increased the locomotor activity rhythm periodicity, 
and the time of activity offset. As expected for nocturnal animals under 
artificial lighting conditions, control rats showed very low activity 
during the light phase, whereas bilateral ON significantly increased lo-
comotor activity in the light (but not dark) phase. Despite the well- 
known differences between humans and rats, the alterations in the 
light phase activity in animals with bilateral ON (higher activity during 
the rest (i.e., light) phase), could suggest a sleep/wake rhythm distur-
bance in human ON. In agreement, the majority of individuals with MS 
suffers from sleep disorders (Chinnadurai et al., 2018; Najafi et al., 

2013), and sleep/wake rhythm disturbances have been demonstrated in 
EAE mice (He et al., 2014). 

An alteration in light transmission from the retina to the SCN may 
result from retinal and/or optic nerve injury. To analyze the reti-
nohypothalamic tract, CTB was intravitreally injected in eyes whose 
optic nerves were injected with vehicle or LPS. In contrast to the retinal 
projections to IFVS targets in rodents that primary arise via the contra-
lateral hemisphere, the SCN receives dense bilateral retinal innervation, 
with only a slight contralateral dominance (Morin and Studholme, 
2014). LPS injection induced a deficit in CTB anterograde transport to 

Fig. 2. Locomotor activity rhythms from animals bilaterally injected with vehicle or LPS into the optic nerve. Panel A: Representative double-plotted actograms at 21 
days post-injection of vehicle or LPS, under a normal L:D cycle. Panel B: Representative periodograms from vehicle- (left) or LPS- (right) injected animals. Panel C: 
Representative activity phase waveforms from vehicle- (left) or LPS- (right) injected animals. 
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both ipsi- and contralateral SCN, supporting that LPS-ON caused a 
deficient communication between the retina and the master circadian 
pacemaker. This hypothesis was supported by tractography, a method 
used to indirectly assess structural connectivity. The reduced number of 
streamlines that reach their targets is a reflection of the altered 

microstructural environment of the affected optic nerve, thereby 
modulating its water diffusion profile. We have shown that ON de-
creases CTB anterograde transport from the retina to the SC, and the 
LGN (the main retinal synaptic targets in the rodent IFVS) (Aranda et al., 
2015), which was confirmed herein by MRI analysis of the optic tract. 

Fig. 3. Effect of experimental ON on locomotor activity in dark and light phases, periodicity and offset activity time. Panel A: quantification of dark (left) and light 
(right) phase activity from vehicle- or LPS-injected animals. Animals that received LPS in both optic nerves were significantly more active during the light (but not 
dark) phase than control animals. Panel B: quantification of periodicity. Bilateral ON induced a significant increase in the periodicity. Panel C: quantification of the 
offset activity time. Bilateral LPS-injected animals showed a significant increase in this parameter. Data are the mean ± SEM (n = 4 animals/group). *P < 0.05 vs. 
vehicle, by Student’s t-test. 

Fig. 4. Anterograde transport from the retina to the SCN, and ex vivo MRI analysis of the retinohypothalamic and the optic tract. Panel A: CTB conjugated to Alexa 
586 (red) was injected in the vitreous from eyes whose optics nerves were injected with vehicle, and CTB conjugated to Alexa 488 (green) was injected into the 
vitreous from eyes whose optics nerves received LPS. Panel B: schematic localization of SCN (Paxinos and Watson, 1997). Panel C: representative photomicrographs 
of SCN sections (n = 5 per group). At 21 days post-injection, LPS induced a clear reduction of the retinal terminal density in the ipsi and contralateral SCN. Panel D: 
Tractography of the optic nerves injected with vehicle (blue), or LPS (orange), showing streamlines traversing to both the contralateral optic and retinohypothalamic 
tracts at 7 days post-injection of LPS. Panel E: quantification of fractional anisotropy (FA) diffusion tensor image parameter from control or LPS injected tracts. LPS 
injected tracts showed reduced FA values in comparison to controls. Data are mean ± SEM (n = 4 animals per group), **P < 0.01, by paired Student’s t-test. 
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Fig. 5. Effect of experimental ON on Brn3a(+) RGCs and melanopsin(+) RGCs. Left panel: Shown are representative photomicrographs of double immunostaining 
against Brn3a (green) and melanopsin (red) in flat-mounted retinas from animals whose optic nerves were injected with vehicle (left) or LPS (right). Higher 
magnification pictures are shown in the bottom. Right panel: Quantification of Brn3a(+) and melanopsin(+) cells, at 21 days post-injections into the optic nerve. In 
retinas from eyes whose optic nerves were injected with LPS, a significant decrease in the number of Brn3a(+) cells was observed, whereas melanopsin(+) RGC 
number did not differ between groups. Data are mean ± SEM (n = 5 animals per group), **P < 0.01, by Student’s t-test. 

Fig. 6. Effect of melatonin on the alterations in PLR induced by ON. Left panel: Representative images of the consensual PLR induced by blue light in an animal in 
which one optic nerve was injected with vehicle and was submitted to sham treatment; an animal which received vehicle and was implanted with a subcutaneous 
pellet of melatonin; an animal which received LPS into the optic nerve and a sham treatment; and an animal which received LPS into the optic nerve and a sub-
cutaneous pellet of melatonin. The contralateral optic nerve remained intact in all these groups. Right panel: Melatonin prevented the effect of LPS on the blue light- 
evoked PLR. Data are the mean ± SEM (n = 5 eyes per group). *P < 0.05, by Tukey’s test. 
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Taken together, these results suggest that axons projecting to IFVS and 
NIFVS areas could be similarly vulnerable to the damaging effect of optic 
nerve inflammation. 

To analyze the retinal contribution to the effect of ON on the NIFVS, 
the number of melanopsin(+) RGCs was analyzed. At an advanced stage 
of ON (i.e., at 21 days post-LPS), concomitantly with a significant Brn3a 
(+) RCG loss, a preservation of ipRGC number occurred in the retina 
from LPS-injected optic nerves. Although we did not ascertain whether 
ipRGC number still persists at later stages, our results showed that 
melanopsin(+) RGCs were more resilient than canonical RGCs to dam-
age induced by LPS-ON. It should be noted that as in almost all of the 
studies to date on ipRGCs in injury models or pathological conditions, 
our results mostly reflect M1 ipRGCs that express high levels of mela-
nopsin and are thus easily identified (Cui et al., 2015). Therefore, we 
cannot still establish the effect of ON on other ipRGC types that express 
much lower melanopsin levels (M2-M6) (Cui et al., 2015). The ipRGC 
resistance to different damaging conditions has been intensively studied 
(Ba-Ali and Lund-Andersen, 2017; Cui et al., 2015). Animal models 
mimicking other optic nerve injuries, including optic nerve transection 
or crush, have shown that ipRGCs are more resilient compared to clas-
sical RGCs (Robinson and Madison, 2004; Sánchez-Migallón et al., 
2018). Moreover, ipRGCs and the NIFVS are protected against acute 
retinal ischemic damage (González Fleitas et al., 2015), and at advanced 
stages of diabetic retinopathy (Fernandez et al., 2013). The ipRGC 
robustness has also been shown in patients with Leber’s hereditary optic 
neuropathy, or dominant optic atrophy (La Morgia et al., 2010; Moura 
et al., 2013), and after exposing rodent retinas to NMDA (DeParis et al., 
2012). In contrast, several lines of evidence strongly support that 
experimental and human glaucoma decrease the number of melanopsin 
(+) RGCs, and provokes significant alterations of the NIFVS function 
(Ba-Ali and Lund-Andersen, 2017; de Zavalía et al., 2011; Drouyer et al., 
2008; Kankipati et al., 2011; Lanzani et al., 2012; Obara et al., 2016; 
Pérez-Rico et al., 2010). So far, to our knowledge, studies aimed at 
analyzing the influence of visual diseases on the NIFVS show a close 
correlation between the number of melanopsin expressing RGCs and the 
NIFVS function, in which ipRGC resilience or loss (mostly assessed by 
melanopsin-immunoreactivity) occur concomitantly with preservation 
or alteration of NIFVS functions, respectively. In that context, the pre-
sent results support that ON could constitute a new scenario in which a 
preservation of ipRGC number coexisted with alterations in several 
functions of the NIFVS, and support that ON could be a key model that 
needs to be further investigated in regard to circadian photoreception in 
optic neuropathies. In addition, these results support that the 

retinohypothalamic track could be the anatomical locus of LPS-induced 
alterations of the NIFVS, at least at this stage of ON. Taken together, the 
present results support NIFVS function disturbances in experimental ON. 

It has been clearly demonstrated that melatonin plays a key role in 
regulating circadian rhythms (Cajochen et al., 2003; Gordon, 2000; 
Touitou and Bogdan, 2007; Zisapel, 2018). Several reports have shown 
that melatonin has both hypnotic and chronobiotic properties that in-
fluence circadian rhythmicity, and avoid rhythm sleep/wake disorders 
(Li et al., 2019; van Geijlswijk et al., 2010; Wirz-Justice and Armstrong, 
1996). Externally applied melatonin is used in humans as a chronobiotic 
drug to treat desynchronization and circadian disorders, supporting a 
pivotal role of melatonin in the circadian system synchronization 
(Pfeffer et al., 2018). Furthermore, it has been shown that melatonin can 
improve the reduced sleep quality in MS patients (Adamczyk-Sowa 
et al., 2014). Notably, levels of sleep mediators such as melatonin and 
orexin-A are reduced during the course of MS (Gencer et al., 2019; 
Türkoğlu et al., 2020), and it has been postulated that reduction of 
orexin-A and melatonin levels might be one of the underlying mecha-
nisms involved in increased daytime sleepiness in MS patients (Türkoğlu 
et al., 2020). 

To reach a continuous dosing and reducing animal manipulation as 
with a daily administration, and because in previous reports we showed 
the success of this dosing and administration procedure to achieve 
retinal and optic nerve protection of the IFVS in experimental ON 
(Aranda et al., 2016), melatonin was administered as subcutaneous 
pellets. The present results support that melatonin protected the NIFVS 
functions against LPS-ON, as shown by the preservation of the blue 
light-induced PLR, and the locomotor activity rhythm. Notably, mela-
tonin per se (but not in animals that received LPS into the optic nerve), 
increased the locomotor activity during the dark-phase, at which 
endogenous melatonin levels are supposed to be higher than at the 
light-phase. In agreement, it has been shown that melatonin adminis-
tration increases nocturnal (but not diurnal) locomotor activity in male 
Wistar rats (Terrón et al., 2013). However, in contrast to our findings, it 
has been demonstrated that interaperitoneally injected, melatonin in-
hibits locomotor activity in hamsters (Golombek et al., 1991), and that a 
subcutaneous injection of melatonin inhibits movement in house spar-
rows and Japanese quails (Murakami et al., 2001). At present, we have 
no explanation for this discrepancy; however, it seems that differences 
in doses, administration method, and species could account for it. 

The mechanisms involved in melatonin-induced protection remain 
to be established. We have shown that melatonin prevents optic nerve 
axon loss induced by ON, likely through anti-inflammatory and/or 

Fig. 7. Effect of melatonin on locomotor activity rhythms alterations induced by experimental ON. Representative periodograms (upper panel) and average activity 
waveforms (bottom panel) from animals bilaterally injected with vehicle or LPS, in the presence or absence of melatonin (n = 5 animals per group). 
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antioxidant effects (Aranda et al., 2016). Therefore, it seems possible 
that the same mechanisms could account for the protection of NIFVS 
axons. Currently, experiments aimed at studying the effect of melatonin 
on the retinohypothalamic tract are in progress. 

5. Conclusions 

ON may affect the life quality in several ways (Galetta et al., 2015), 
including the visual consequences of the disease itself, the psychological 
effects of diagnosis, the potential side effects of treatment, and financial 
effects (as the cost of visits and therapy). The present results suggest 
another risk to the life quality of ON patients, i.e., alterations of the 
circadian physiology. Circadian dysfunction can play a role in a wide 
range of pathologies, including sleep problems, impaired performance, 
decrease in cognitive skills, poor psychomotor coordination, and head-
aches, among many others (Abbott et al., 2020), prompting the need for 
therapeutic strategies to restore circadian balance in ON. In this line, the 

present results support that melatonin, therapeutically targeting both 
the IF (Aranda et al., 2016) and the NIFVS, could be a promissory 
resource in ON treatment. 
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